
Zivid signs Magichan for China
Chinese vision specialist Magichan extends product range with Zivid’s 3D color cameras

OSLO, Norway, May 14, 2019 – Zivid, the 3D machine vision camera company, has appointed Magichan as its first distributor in China. Vision
specialist Magichan will support the Zivid One Plus 3D color cameras and software tools throughout the PRC region.

Operating in a wide range of sectors including life sciences, electronics, transport, automotive, defence, and robotics, Shanghai-based
Magichan offers Chinese companies a complete range of machine vision solutions, comprising cameras, lenses, light sources, capture cards
and software.

CEO of Magichan, Eric Yan said, “As an innovator in machine vision and computer vision systems, we see increasing demand for near human-
like vision capabilities. Extending our product portfolio with Zivid’s super high-accuracy 3D color cameras ensures we can meet this need in a
wide variety of applications. We can now offer our customers flexible, reliable, and state-of-the-art 3D technology solutions across multiple
industries.“
 
Mikkel Orheim, Zivid’s VP of Global Sales said, “The advanced technical capabilities of the Zivid One Plus camera mean it’s vitally important
that we work with the right calibre of distributor. Magichan’s in-depth expertise and experience in 3D imaging systems makes them an ideal
partner for us in China.”

Availability

The Zivid One Plus 3D color cameras are available from zivid@magichan.com, or directly from sales@zivid.com. More information is available
at www.magichan.com and www.zivid.com

About Zivid

Zivid is a market-leading provider of 3D machine vision cameras and software for next generation robotics and industrial automation systems.

Its Zivid One Plus products are regarded as the world’s most accurate real-time 3D color cameras and bring human-like vision to the smart
factories and warehouses of Industry 4.0.

With more than two decades of in-house R&D and in-depth expertise in optical sensors, 3D machine vision hardware and software, Zivid
enables customers to boost efficiency and productivity in a range of applications including de-palletizing, bin-picking, pick-and-place,
assembly, packaging and quality control.

The Zivid One 3D color camera has received numerous awards for its technical features, quality of data (QoD), and design implementation.
Awards include "Top Innovation Award" by inVISION Magazine, "Gold Innovators Award" by Vision Systems Design, Red Dot's “Product Design”
award, and the Research Council of Norway's prestigious “Innovation Award”.

To discover how Zivid is shaping the future of 3D machine vision visit www.zivid.com.

Follow Zivid Labs



LinkedIn at https://www.linkedin.com/company/zividlabs/
Twitter at https://twitter.com/zividlabs
Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/zividlabs
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